
Quality criteria for 
publishers

Smartstream.tv offers the best possible 
monetization for your InStream and 
InArticle inventory, based on the following 
requirements:
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We use several technical tools (ad verification tools) to 
evaluate the quality of the advertising inventory 
regarding visibility and advertising environment. Quality 
is also checked to determine whether artificial traffic 
("fraud traffic") on video platforms is generated to 
manipulate performance values.
In addition, our Media Buying team carries out manual 
content controlling and monitoring on a regular basis. 

Quality assurance

In coordination with you we agree on a whitelist. You 
are obligated to provide us only with ad requests from 
sites / apps named in this whitelist.
We reject all pages / apps that can be associated with 
sexual or party-political content, content that is 
glorifying violence, file sharing or downloads. 
Automated or bot-generated ad requests are also 
prohibited by our Brand Safety standards. The same 
applies to user-generated content which is 
fundamentally prohibited.
For more information on our Brand Safety standards, 
please contact our Media Buying team.

Brand Safety

Basis of the cooperation is full compliance with 
effective data protection regulations.

Implementation of a Consent Management Platform 
(applicable TCF 2.0 version) is obligatory.

Dynamic transmission of referrer / URL, app ID or 
bundle ID.
Viewability measurement via OM SDK and OMID.

Insertion of ads.txt / app-ads.txt files must be 
guaranteed.

VTR100 Benchmark InStream: 80%+

VTR100 Benchmark InArticle: 30%+

General criteria

The online desktop video player must have a 
minimum size of 640 x 480 px.

Generally, the video player should be 
positioned at a specified spot on the website 
/ app.

Floating / sticky players must meet the 
following requirements: 

The video must have previously loaded 
and started to play in the general video 
player.
The floating / sticky player does not show 
until the user starts scrolling out of the 
viewing window of the general player.
The floating / sticky player must remain 
the only video player on the website.

Player specifications

The ad plays before or during a content video (PreRoll 
or MidRoll).

Video play is preferably initiated via Click-to-Play with 
default sound on. Scroll-to-Play or Mouse-Over with 
sound activation by the user is also accepted, given 
that video play is always initiated by the user. 

The ad must only play when in view. Auto-play out of 
view is strictly prohibited.

These standards apply to both, desktop and mobile 
placements.

Quality standards

Want to learn more about it?

Feel free to get in touch with our Media Buying team 
representative: 

Melanie Hertrich
Director Media Buying

melanie.hertrich@smartstream.tv


